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The aquatic ABC’s through 
active play. 
The CEReKi’s circuit example.





 Source of pleasure and fulfillment
 Not without any risks 
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What are the aquatic ABC’s ?
Aquatic Vs terrestrial environment
Sensory









Propulsion = legs + firm contact Propulsion = arms + fleeing contact
Resitance = air Resistance = water
Vision, touch, taste, hearing
What are the aquatic ABC’s ?
(Bramble & Lieberman, 2004)
Aquatic Vs terrestrial environment
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Acquisition of Horizontal Position




How CEREKI’s original 
swimming-pool arrangement 






How CEREKI’s circuit can 
















Acquisition of Horizontal Position
In the net
10
Acquisition of Horizontal Position
In the bars
With floating equipment






































Teacher :  Organization
 Security
 Children observation &               
challenging
17
Children : Guided discovery
Autonomy
Pedagogical approach












What are the aquatic ABC’s ?
